The Rainbow
SOFTCOVER, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
3-5 Years

Illustrations and text by Joanne Liu

Rainbows are mysterious creatures.
Tall enough to touch the sky…
But so gentle, they wouldnt hurt a fly.
Some have hair that's wild and sassy,
some have moustaches, trimmed and
classy.
Some stretch casually, miles wide,
while others prefer to hide.
If you are lucky and spot a rainbow in
the wild, don't run, don't hide.
Just stay very, very quiet and these
gentle giants will... give you a hug,
right from the sky!

Joanne Liu lives in Hong Kong. She has been collaborating with All Things Bright and Beautiful since 2011.
She illustrates cards, postcards and other stationery products. In 2018, her book "My Museum" (Prestel,
Germany) received a special mention at the Bologna Ragazzi Book Award on Art, Architecture & Design. In
Germany she has also published "My City".
Next illustrated book by Joanne Liu: EDWARD THE ELEPHANT forthcoming 2021

Monster Cockroach
HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
From 4 Years

Illustrations by Anastasiia Moshina
From a poem by Kornej Cukovskij
adapted by Mauro Di Leo
Who could imagine that an insect
as bad as a cockroach would
become the hero of a book? The
animals knew no worries until a
"scrounger"
appeared
among
them. It was then that everyone
"ran through the woods and
through the fields, frightened by a
pair of huge insect mustaches ..."
But… would the shy elephants and
crocodiles expect that a lively little
sparrow would come and save
them? The happy return to
normality of the animal family has
been illustrated by Russian artist
Anastasija Mosina. The story is the
prose version of a poem by the
Russian Kornej Cukovskij.

Anastasija Mošina is lead background artist in "Toonbox animation studio" and freelance illustrator.

Plasticine Tales:
The Little Hut, The
Giant Turnip, The Bun
Illustrations by Olga Gordeeva
Cherished Russian folk tales for
children with wonderful illustrations
made with plasticine, the children's
modelling material.
The little hut: An empty small
wooden house in a forest is first
discovered by a mouse who settles
there. Little by little more animals ask
for permission to move in and the
number of occupants grows and
grows. One day a big bear arrives who
involuntarily destroys the small house
because he cannot get inside it.
The giant turnip: A grandfather
plants a turnip, which grows so large
that he cannot uproot it. He asks the
grandmother for help, and they
together still cannot uproot turnip. In
turn, more people are recruited to
help, until they finally uproot the
turnip together.
The bun: A little round bun barely
come to life escapes from the home
of granny and grandpa. He meets with
a rabbit, then with a wolf, and finally
with a bear whose aim is to eat him,
but the round bun cunningly escapes.
To each animal he sings a song saying
"I got away from Grandmother, I got
away from Grandfather, and I will
certainly get away from you." In the
end the bun meets the fox who
praises his singing and so distracts
him managing to catch and eat him in
a bite.

Olga Gordeeva is a Russian illustrator

HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

The Telephone
HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
From 4 Years

illustrations by Arianna Papini
Drin drin. The phone rings and
rings and rings! Drin drin. It never
stops ringing. Incoming requests
and more requests from his animal
friends: the dove wants gloves, the
crocodile asks for delicious shoes
to eat! And the monkey, the bear,
the stork, the pig... everyone is
looking for the most absurd things.
No hope for peace except,
exhausted, going to the rescue of a
hippo stuck in the mud.
A bright and rhythmic nonsense
poem full of colors, written by one
of the authors most loved by
Russian children. The high visual
energy perfectly interacts with the
rebellious movement of the text.

Kornej Chukovsky (St. Petersburg, March 31, 1882 - Moscow, October 28, 1969), was a Russian poet,
translator and literary critic, known above all as an author for verse tales for children. For his catchy rhythms,
imaginative rhymes and absurd characters he has been compared to the American author for children Dr.
Seuss.
Arianna Papini is a writer, illustrator, painter and art therapist. She studied art and architecture and was
editorial and art director. She is active in promoting children reading and has published over 40 titles for
children. Among other prizes, she received the Andersen Childhood Prize, the Palm Prize, the Compostela
Prize, the National Book for the Environment Award. In 2011 she was selected for the IBBY Honor List.

Kitterella
HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

Illustrations by Maddalena Gerli
Cats, among children’s favourite
aimals,are the heroes in this fairy
tale, vaguely inspired by the Grimm
Brothers' Cinderella.
Long ago Kitterella lived happily
with her mother and father in a far
away kingdom. When her mother
died. Cinderella's father remarried
with a cold, cruel woman who had
two daughters. When in turn he
died, Cinderella's wicked stepmother
turned her into a servant in her own
house.
Meanwhile, the King determined
that his son the Prince should find a
suitable bride and provide him with
a suitable number of grandchildren.
So the King invited every eligible
maiden in the kingdom to a fancy
dress ball, where his son would be
able to choose his bride. Cinderella
had no suitable party dress for a ball,
but her friends the mice and the
birds lent a hand in making her one,
a dress that her evil stepsisters tore
apart on the ball evening. At this
point, the Fairy Queen, the pumpkin
carriage, the royal ball, the midnight
stroke, the glass slipper get in the
game and the rest, as they say, is
fairy tale history.

Maddalena Gerli is a freelance illustrator currently living in Milan. She graduated in 2008 at the European
Institute of Design (IED), where she actually works. She has been awarded with national and international
prizes among which the Italian Illustration Award in 2007.
She has published for Einaudi Editore, ZOOlibri, Terre di mezzo, Walt Disney and many more.

Little Red Riding
Hood

HARDBOUND, FULL COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

Illustrations by Micao
Text adaptation by Mauro Di Leo
Who doesn’t know the story of
Little Red Riding Hood? How
many times has it been written,
rewritten and even modified?
Little Red Riding Hood is a
cheerful little girl but also a little
disobedient, who must bring a
basket of provisions to her sick
grandmother. In the woods the
little girl meets a wolf and ...
What’s new in this edition is in the
illustrations by Micao: designs
embroidered by hand on the
fabric, and then photographed so
that they are more real than a
decoration. It is thanks to these
images that this adaptation of the
Brothers Grimm’s ancient tale still
manages to touch today’s readers.

«I want my art to remain in
people's hearts and, through its
warmth and humor, transmit the
feeling of embroidery materials».
Micao

Mika Hirasa, aka Micao, is a painter and illustrator of Japanese embroidery. Her particular sewing technique
earned her several awards, including the Kumio Toch

Kafka for Children:
The Bucket Rider and Other
Stories

HARDBOUND, B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

Illustrations by Strambetty
The Bucket Rider: A man is looking for coal to
fill his bucket. He is a poor man and hopes that
the coal-dealer will be generous enough to lend
him some coal. He pleads for the coal and claims
that he will pay for it later, but it soon becomes
apparent that the coal-dealer and his wife are
oblivious to his needs. The woman in particular
ignores him, telling her husband that there is no
one, So the poor man leaves them in anger for
the region of the ice mountains where he
disappears forever.
The Bridge: A bridge built over a ravine
describes how it can connect both ends grasping
onto each one. Helas, someone, or something,
suddenly puts pressure on the structure and it
collapses. The poor bridge’s last words are to say
it is breaking apart, falling upon the jagged rocks
below.
Crossbreed: The story is about an animal that is
half-kitten, half-lamb.
The creature has characters of both animal breeds, yet also has distinctive attributes of its own as the
peculiar eating habit of drinking milk while showing fangs.
A Little Fable: "Alas", said the mouse, "the whole world is growing smaller every day. At the beginning it
was so big that I was afraid, I kept running and running, and I was glad when I saw walls far away to the
right and the left, but these long walls have narrowed so quickly that I am in the last chamber already,
and there in the corner stands the trap that I am running into."
"You only need to change your
direction," said the cat, and ate it up.

ELISABETTA BARBAGLIA, aka Strambetty, born 1983, graduated in Communication Design at the Milan
Polytechnic. She works as a graphic and she has illustrated books for Giunti and Atmosphere Libri

Next Illustrated book by Strambetty, MY FIRST SHAKESPEARE forthcoming 2021

My Fírst Chechov:
The Adventures of a
Dog

HARDBOUND, B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
From 7 Years

Illustrations by Strambetty
Text adaptation by Mauro Di Leo
Kastanka is a red-haired, fox-faced
dog that has lost its master. After
spending a frightening night on the
street, a kind man, who turns out to
be a clown, takes the dog, renamed
"Auntie", to a new home shared with a
goose, a white cat and a piglet, all
actors in a circus. Kastanka also begins
to learn tricks and games, but the
novelty of her new life is tempered by
homesickness. On the night of
Kastanka's debut, the dog's first
owner shows in the audience and
Kastanka has to choose her fate
From a story by Anton Chekhov,
published in 1887.

ELISABETTA BARBAGLIA, aka Strambetty, born 1983, graduated in Communication Design at the Milan
Polytechnic. She works as a graphic and she has illustrated books for Giunti and Atmosphere Libri
Next Illustrated book by Strambetty, MY FIRST SHAKESPEARE forthcoming 2021

My First Carroll:
Phantasmagoria

HARDBOUND, B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
From 5 Years

Illustrations by Strambetty
Text adaptation by Mauro Di Leo
This is the story of a little ghost
who visits a house with the
intention of persecuting its owner.
The meeting between the two
starts a series of joke passes that is
more fun than it is scary.
This adaptation is conceived so
that children can have fun and get
to know something less usual than
"Alice in Wonderland".

ELISABETTA BARBAGLIA, aka Strambetty, born 1983, graduated in Communication Design at the Milan
Polytechnic. She works as a graphic and she has illustrated books for Giunti and Atmosphere Libri
Next Illustrated book by Strambetty, MY FIRST SHAKESPEARE forthcoming 2021

My First Dostoevsky:
The Crocodile, an
Extraordinary Case

HARDBOUND, B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
From 7 Years

Illustrations by Strambetty
Text adaptation by Mauro Di Leo
What if a large crocodile is teased
by a gentleman to see if it is real or
stone because it doesn't move?
The poor animal, a little irritated at
being awakened from his nap,
opens his mouth wide and eats
him in a mouthful.
In "My First Dostoevsky” the story
of a drunkard, a little man who
thinks he can give lessons to the
world and ends up in the belly of a
crocodile, is adapted by Mauro Di
Leo into a surprising, meandering
and fun story for all ages.
Illustrated by artist Elisabetta
Barbaglia, aka Strambetty, My first
Dostoevsky is an awsome way to
make the great Russian writer
known and discovered. It is never
too early to start reading the
classics and it is never too late to
decide to recover their works.

ELISABETTA BARBAGLIA, aka Strambetty, born 1983, graduated in Communication Design at the Milan
Polytechnic. She works as a graphic and she has illustrated books for Giunti and Atmosphere Libri
Next Illustrated book by Strambetty, MY FIRST SHAKESPEARE forthcoming 2021

My First Gogol’:
The Nose

HARDBOUND, B/W ILLUSTRATIONS
From 7 Years

Illustrations by Strambetty
Text adaptation by Mauro Di
Leo
After disappearing from a man's
face, the nose shows up around
before returning to its rightful place.
A poor sod without a nose, a clumsy
barber,
a
bewildered
police
inspector and a haughty nose that
runs about in a general's uniform are
the characters in this bizarre story
written by one of the greatest
Russian writers, Nikolaj Gogol '.

ELISABETTA BARBAGLIA, aka Strambetty, born 1983, graduated in Communication Design at the Milan
Polytechnic. She works as a graphic and she has illustrated books for Giunti and Atmosphere Libri
Next Illustrated book by Strambetty, MY FIRST SHAKESPEARE forthcoming 2021

The Ugly Duckling
HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
From 6 Years
English Parallel Text

Illustrations and adaptation by Diego
Gurgell

A new take on an old classic: In the
original version, dating back to 1843,
the duck was, after all, a swan. So
what was he expected to become in
the end? This books challanges the
comparison of animals of different
species and their labeling as “cute” or
“ugly”: In this story, the “ugly
duckling” is a duck from beginning to
end, and conquers everything with its
tenacity, not its appearance. The swan
may well be beautiful, but the duck,
why should it be less worth? Almost a
metaphor for modern times, where
some different looking person should
not feel uncomfortable among the
good looking or the ones who behave
as the “group” commands.

Diego Gurgell is a Brazilian illustrator of books for children and a storyboard artist.

The Princess and the
Pea

HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years
English Parallel Text

Illustrations by Elena Pokaleva
The adaptation of Andersen's
fairytale with parallel English text. A
lonely young prince wants to get
married, but how can he find a real
princess? By feeling a pea through
twenty mattresses and twenty
featherbeds, a girl proves she is a
real
princess.
This
beautifully
illustrated version of Hans Christian
Andersen's classic fairy tale has been
rewritten specifically for children
who are just starting to read and
presents a simple text in Italian and
English, with illustrations by Russian
Elena Pokaleva.

H.C. Andersen was a Danish author. Although a prolific writer of plays, travelogues, novels, and poems, he is
best remembered for his immortal fairy tales. Among the most known are The Princess and The Pea (1835),
The Little Mermaid (1837), The Emperor’s New Clothes (1837-1838), The Ugly Duckling, The Little Matchsticks
Girl, The Tin Soldier (1845), The Snow Queen ( 1844-1846).
Elena Pokaleva is an illustrator and a book graphic living between Czechia, Italy and France.

Pollicina-Thumbelina

HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years
English Parallel Text

Illustrations by Elena Pokaleva
The adaptation of Andersen's
fairytale with parallel English text.
Thumbelina is a story about about a
tiny petite girl who had to confront
obstacles far greater than her size.
Thumbelina is so small that she
sleeps in a walnut shell and her
blanket is a rose petal. One day a
toad takes her away from home and
holds her captive until a bird helps
her escape.Will Pollicina be able to
find a home and new friends of her
size?
The enchanting illustrations by Elena
Pokaleva give life to the story of
Thumbelina, a girl one inch tall.

H.C. Andersen was a Danish author. Although a prolific writer of plays, travelogues, novels, and poems, he is
best remembered for his immortal fairy tales. Among the most known are The Princess and The Pea (1835),
The Little Mermaid (1837), The Emperor’s New Clothes (1837-1838), The Ugly Duckling, The Little Matchsticks
Girl, The Tin Soldier (1845), The Snow Queen ( 1844-1846).
Elena Pokaleva is an illustrator and a book graphic living between Czechia, Italy and France.

The Winter of
Animals

HARDBOUN,D COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
From 4 Years

Illustrations by Deco
How
do
animals
protect
themselves from winter cold? The
bull proposes to build a hut, but
the other animals refuse their help.
However, when the frost arrives
they ask the bull to let them in. He
assents, but the hut is too small to
house them all. Shall winter be
peaceful? In part, yes, the climate is
cheerful and lively among the
animals, but a fox, a bear and a
wolf will come to bring havoc,
deception and bustle.
A popular Russian tale of
generosity and greed with a simple
narrative structure and many
metaphorical
meanings
and
universal values to convey.

DECO, aka for Elisabettta Decontardi, is an Italian illustrator known for the InkSpinster comic strip series
which she began to publish in 2003.
She has obtained prizes and awards in competitions and events of satire, cartoon and illustration.
For Comma 22 she has published Inkspinster - Confessions of a spinster and for Atmosphere Libri The Wolf
and the Seven Young Goats.
Next Illustrated book by Deco, THE LITTLE PRINCE forthcoming 2021

The Wolf and
the Seven Young
Goats

HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

Illustrations by Deco
Mother Goat rescues six of her kids
after they are swallowed by a wicked
wolf.
There once was a mother goat who
had seven kids. She loved them all
very
much.
One day the mother goat needed to
get food for her hungry children. She
called them together and said,
“Children, I’m going out. Keep the
door locked and do not let the wolf
in. He wants to eat you! He’s very
sneaky so he might wear a disguise.
But you will know hi, by his deep
voice
and
black
paws.”
“Yes, Mama,” said the seven kids, “we
promise to be very careful. Don’t
worry about us.” And so the mother
goat
went
out.
Not long after this, someone knocked
at the door and said in a deep voice,
“Open up, children, it’s your mother. I
have a treat for each of you.”

DECO begins her experience as a cartoonist in 2001 with the comic strip inkspinster on the site DECO, aka
for Elisabettta Decontardi, is an Italian illustrator known for the InkSpinster comic strip series which she
began to publish in 2003.
She has obtained prizes and awards in competitions and events of satire, cartoon and illustration.
For Comma 22 she has published Inkspinster - Confessions of a spinster and for Atmosphere Libri The Winter

of Animals. A fairy tale.

Next Illustrated book by Deco, THE LITTLE PRINCE forthcoming 2021

The Three Bears
HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
3-6 Years

Illustrations by Ekaterina Borodačeva
Three bears come back from a walk
and find a little girl sleeping in the
little bear's bed...
A little girl gets lost. She enters the
house of three bears while they are
walking in the woods and causes a
nice mess. When the three bears
return home, the girl runs away!
Throughout the story, we are able
to feel the good nature of the
three bears and the sympathy of
the messy girl, appreciating the
harmony and warmth of the
dialogue
between
the
characters.Few fairy tales have
undergone
so
many
metamorphoses as Goldilocks and
the three bears. The fairy tale is so
well known in Russia that it is
believed to be of local origin - also
because bears often appear in
Russian fairy tales. The fame and
diffusion of The Three Bears (as it
is called in the Russian version) is
mainly due to its rewriting by Lev
Tolstoy as well as to its showing in
Anna Karenina as a subtext in the
passage of Konstantin Levin’s
engagement with the three
Scerbackij sisters.

Ekaterina Borodačeva was born in 1986 in Saint Petersburg, Russia. Graduated from the Faculty of Letters,
she studied at the Il’ja Repin Institute of painting, sculpture and architecture call. She has illustrated over
thirty books including Will James' Smoky the CowHorse, Ernest Thompson Seton's Lobo and Animal heroes.

The Little Mermaid
HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

Illustrations by Gemma Capdevila
In the crystal clear waters of the
deep ocean the King of the Sea lives
with his daughters. The youngest
one wants to conquer the heart of a
prince and asks the witch of the
abyss to transform her long fish tail
into a pair of tapered legs. Then the
little mermaid ventures on earth in
search of love, but...

"I did not want - as de la Motte
Fouqué did in his Ondina - that the
siren would gain an immortal soul
only and exclusively thanks to a
stranger; thanks to the feelings of
someone else. I think that would be
unethical, that the conquest of
eternal salvation depends on luck,
and I am absolutely not willing to
accept such a point of view. I wanted
my little mermaid to make a choice,
which is much more natural. And
much more divine." Hans Christian
Andersen

The Little Mermaid (Den lille Havfrue) is a fairy tale by the Danish writer Hans Christian Andersen, published
for the first time in 1837. It is among Andersen’s best known works, along with The princess on the pea
(1835), Mignolina ( 1835), The Tin Soldier (1838), The Ugly Duckling (1843), The Snow Queen (1844), and The
Little Match Girl (1848).
Gemma Capdevila was born in Barcelona in 1988. Graduated from the Grau Belles Arts at the Universitat de
Barcelona in 2015, she has illustrated books as The Bedtime Stories, Guomai (China) 2017, Silencia,
(Fragmenta)2016, El somni de Gaudí, (Diálogo) 2016, A un palmo del suelo, (Martínez Roca 2016), Frameable,
(Hinkler) 2016, La Pedra del Monarca, (The Magic Rider) 2014, Tarzan dels ximpanzés (Animallibres) 2012.

Vasilisa the Beautiful
and Baba Yaga

HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
5-8 Years

Illustrations by Natal’ia Akimova
A take on an old Russian fairy tale
where beautiful Vasilisa, with the help
of her doll, escapes Baba Jaga's
clutches.
Having a stepmother and two
stepsisters who mistreat you is a
classic in fairy tales of all time, (and
the feeling that almost any girl
sooner or later has towards mother
and sisters), but knowing that you
can always count on help and
protection from heaven, that's what
makes the difference. In this fairy tale
a doll is the maternal and divine
protection for Vassilissa. She helps
her, gives her courage to get to the
bad witch Baba Jaga, whose house in
the woods is made of human bones.
And what a joy to know that an evil
witch can do nothing against a
good and blessed girl!
Natal'ja Akimova magical illustrations
recall the enchanting images of the
great master Ivan Bilibin who first
illustrated this fairy tale in 1900.

Alexandr Afanas'ev (1826-1871) was one of the greatest pioneers in the study of folklore, mythology and
popular traditions of his country. For the Russian continent he is what the Grimm brothers were for Germany.
Inspired by the Grimms’work of the Grimm, he collected more than 600 ancient Russian fairy tales and folk
tales. Without his work today’s western reader would probably know little or nothing of Russian culture and
folklore, its fascinating atmospheres mixed with terror, mystery, magic and spirituality, the typical characters
of Slavic mythology, such as baba-jaga, the evil, sometimes beneficial witch who lives in the ibba, the hut that
rests on a crow's feet.
Natalia Akimova is a Russian illustrator and lives in Moscow.

The Nose
The Dogs and the Flute

HARDBOUND, COLOUR ILLUSTRATIONS
From 8 Years

Illustrations by Wakabayashi Tetsuhiro
Text by Ryunosuke Akutagawa adapted
by Mauro Di Leo
The nose
A monk shouldn’t know what vanity is,
right? Well, the protagonist of this
story thinks different. The desire to
make his big nose, a really big nose,
smaller gets him into embarrassing
situations. A piece of advice: be
careful of what you wish for!
The dogs and the flute
Imagine that you had three wishes to
make: what would you wish for? A
woodcutter, the hero of our story,
asked three dogs.How do you
say?“That’s it?” Wait to judge it, after
all, dog is man’s best friend!

Akutagawa Ryūnosuke (1892-1927) is one of the most significant Japanese writers of the XXth century.
Master of a literary form focusing on brevity, he has written more than one hundred stories that range in an
entirely original and transverse manner in the pantheon of the literature of his country: from historic or
contemporary stories to fantastic and surreal ones, from markedly autobiographic essays to fables and
allegories. Akutagawa’s impact in Japanese literature is such that a literary prize has been named after him,
currently amongst the most prestigious in Japan.
Wakabayashi Tetsuhiro is an illustrator and artist who lives in Kanazawa, Japan..

